Over the past decades, the improvement of the quality of buildings regarding sound insulation has made it possible to reduce noise exposure. But this improvement has led to the increasing importance of other environmental nuisances such as vibrations. Just like noise, vibrations can also affect human health and well-being. National authorities are progressively becoming aware of the adverse effects of vibrations on human beings. One of these adverse effects is vibration annoyance. As a prerequisite for studying vibration annoyance, many research works have provided knowledge of how vibrations are perceived by human beings. But, until now, only a few large-scale studies have been carried out to gain knowledge of annoyance due to vibrations. This knowledge is of importance for public authorities in order to plan the development of transportation networks while taking account of this environmental nuisance (i.e. vibrations). Assessing vibration annoyance is a complex task that implies research work spread over various disciplines (e.g. human sciences, physics). This is why a review of knowledge in the field of vibration perception and annoyance is felt to be necessary. More specifically, this review focuses on vibration annoyance felt by inhabitants inside buildings and caused by ground transportation sources. Before dealing with the review of annoyance due to vibrations, the basics of human vibratory perception are presented. Then, annoyance due to a vibration exposure is dealt with. In particular, the way vibration exposure and vibration annoyance are measured and assessed is tackled. The main features and results of research works that aimed to establish exposure-effect relationships between annoyance and vibrations are described. Finally, this review presents a state-ofthe-art of annoyance due to a combined exposure to vibrations and noise, since people exposed to vibrations are also often exposed to airborne noise. This review is non-exhaustive, but it can give to scientists and engineers working in the field tools for a better understanding of some of the factors to consider when dealing with the issue of vibration annoyance due to ground transportation.
INTRODUCTION 1.Context and goals
Because of their effects, vibrations can constitute an environmental nuisance [1] . The improvement of the quality of buildings regarding sound insulation led to the increasing importance of this nuisance, the reduction in noise exposure bringing out vibration exposure. Also, the problem is strengthened by the increasing development of transportation networks, which results in increasing percentages of the population exposed to vibrations. For years, European public authorities have been well aware of the effects of noise on human beings. This detection of linear accelerations). It is sensitive to variations in acceleration at very low frequencies (f = 0.1 -4 Hz).  Somesthetic system. It can be broken down into sub-systems: skin, kinesthetic, visceral. Meissner's, Ruffini's and Pacinian corpuscles make up the skin system. These corpuscles are located at different places of the epidermis or dermis. Ruffini's and Pacinian corpuscles are also present in the kinesthetic system, in muscles and tendons. The somesthetic system is sensitive to variations in acceleration at frequencies from a few Hertz to several hundreds of Hertz, depending on the parts of the body that are stimulated.  Auditory system: it is made up of the ear and of the auditory information processing mechanisms. It can detect vibrations at a lower magnitude, compared with other sensory systems, notably through bone conduction. Its sensitivity starts at about 20 Hz.  Visual system: it is made up of the eyes and of the visual information processing mechanisms. It can contribute to perception of vibrations through the detection of relative movements between objects and the body. This classification is not exhaustive. As it can be seen, perception of a vibratory phenomenon is based on sensory information issued from various organs. These information are integrated by the central nervous system that elaborates a unified representation of the relationships of the human body with its environment [19] .
Under the effect of vibrations, the human body, made up of soft liaisons between organs, reacts as a deformable solid [18] . A stress produces various acceleration levels at different locations of the human body. It can provoke numerous body resonances, summed up in Fig. 1 . The biodynamic response of the human body can be described through classical quantities of dynamics [3] : transfer function (e.g. between an acceleration applied to a chair on which a subject is seated and the acceleration at the level of the head) and input mechanical impedance (ratio between a stress applied to the body and the resulting vibration velocity). The biodynamic response notably depends on the frequency of the vibrations, on their magnitude, on their duration, on their direction, and also on the position of the body (seated, standing, recumbent) [3] .
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Perception thresholds
The measurement of a perception threshold consists in determining the smallest vibration level that can lead to a sensation [18] . Measuring perception thresholds is of crucial importance because, in buildings, perception of vibrations can be sufficient to give rise to complaints (see [21] , Annex C). Perception thresholds are usually measured at different frequencies, thus giving perception threshold contours. In the literature, numerous data exist for the different positions of the human body [e.g. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . However, most of them concern the seated position. The published results can vary in an important manner because of differences in measurement protocol, in terms of signal duration, psychophysical method and inter-individual variability [18] . For the seated position, Fig. 2 shows recent results published by Morioka and Griffin [26] . The test signals were sinusoidal vibrations 2s in length, presented in each of the three orthogonal axes (fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical).
For the three axes, the results reveal that human beings are more sensitive to low frequencies (between 2 and 8 Hz) than to higher frequencies. Moreover, one can observe that, for the vertical axis, the perception threshold varies slightly with frequency: in the frequency range 2-100 Hz, the perception threshold varies between 0.01 and 0.02 m/s 2 . However, for the two horizontal axes, one can note that the perception threshold varies greatly with frequency: in the frequency range 2-100 Hz, the perception threshold varies between 0.01 and 0.08-0.09 m/s 2 . Figure 2 also shows two perception threshold contours derived by Griffin [3] from British standard BS 6841 [28] . One concerns vertical vibrations (in dashed blue line), the other horizontal vibrations (in dotted red line). Regarding vertical vibrations, one can observe that the standardized perception thresholds, issued from former measurements, are relatively far apart from the perception thresholds measured recently [18] : both curves only match at 30 Hz. Regarding lateral vibrations, the standardized perception thresholds match rather closely the perception thresholds measured recently, at low frequencies (below 20 Hz). But at higher frequencies, the standardized perception thresholds are relatively different from these experimental thresholds.
Vol. 34 No. 4 2015 Arnaud Trollé, Catherine Marquis-Favre and Étienne Parizet Figure 2 . Perception threshold contours for the three axes, in seated position (source: [18] ). -x-: Median perception threshold contour for fore-and-aft vibrations [26] ; --: Median perception threshold contour for lateral vibrations [26] ; --: Median perception threshold contour for vertical vibrations [26] ; --in blue: Perception threshold contour for vertical vibrations, derived by Griffin [3] from British standard BS 6841 [28] ;  in red: Perception threshold contour for fore-and-aft and lateral vibrations, derived by Griffin [3] from British standard BS 6841 [28] . 
Equivalent sensation/level/comfort contours
Beyond determining perception thresholds, some research works set out to determine equivalent sensation contours [e.g. 22, 25, 26, 29] . To that end, a reference signal, with a given frequency and magnitude, is selected. Then, it is searched, for other frequencies, the magnitude that gives rise to an equal sensation. Commonly, the assessed sensation is level or discomfort. The equivalent level contours for vibrations are the counterpart of equivalent loudness level contours in acoustics [30] .
Regarding the seated position, Fig. 3 shows the equivalent level contours (in dashed green line) measured by Bellmann et al. [25] for vertical vibrations. As a reference signal, these authors used a vibratory signal of frequency equal to 20 Hz and of magnitude equal to 0.1 m/s 2 r.m.s. The equivalent level contours were determined using an adaptive two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) paradigm with a one-down one-up procedure (see, e.g., [20] for details about this method). One can observe a slight increase in magnitude with frequency, which indicates a stronger sensitivity to low frequencies. Figure 3 also presents the equivalent sensation contour for vertical vibrations (in solid blue line) derived from British standard BS 6841 [28] . To make comparisons possible, this contour is placed so that the magnitude at 20 Hz is equal to 0.1 m/s 2 r.m.s. The standardized contour shows a threshold between 4 and 8 Hz, then an increase in magnitude with frequency. Thus, the shape of the standardized contour is clearly different from that of the contour proposed by Bellmann et al. [25] . Morioka and Griffin [26] recently proposed a more complete set of equivalent comfort contours for vertical vibrations, shown in Fig. 3 . The vibration magnitudes that give rise to an equal sensation were determined using a procedure based on the method of magnitude estimation [31] . The assessed sensation was discomfort. One can observe that, at low vibration magnitudes, the standardized equivalent sensation contour inadequately represents the sensation of discomfort. However, at high vibration magnitudes, one can note a better concordance between the standardized contour and the contours proposed by Morioka and Griffin. In fact, the standardized equivalent sensation contour was drawn up in order to assess the health risks for persons exposed to high vibration magnitudes (e.g. drivers of machines) [18] . This explains why it is not adapted for lower vibration magnitudes that can be encountered in buildings.
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Perception and Annoyance Due to Vibrations in Dwellings Generated From Ground Transportation: A Review Figure 3 . Equivalent sensation contours for vertical vibrations, in seated position (source: [18] ). --in green: equivalent level contour proposed by Bellmann et al. [25] ; -: equivalent comfort contours proposed by Morioka and Griffin [26] ; -in blue: equivalent sensation contour derived from British standard BS 6841 [28] . 
Frequency weighting curves
Rather than equivalent sensation contours, frequency weighting curves are also found in the literature. These curves show the same information as equivalent sensation contours: they are just obtained by inversion and normalization of the equivalent sensation contours. Nevertheless, frequency weighting curves aim to express the sensitivity of human beings to vibrations. Such frequency weighting curves can be also found in acoustics (e.g. A-weighting curve [32] ).
Regarding the seated position, Fig. 4 shows the frequency weighting curves proposed by Morioka and Griffin [26] for the fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical axes. The equivalent sensation contours presented in Fig. 3 were inversed and normalized in order to get a unit value at 2 Hz for horizontal vibrations, at 5 Hz for vertical vibrations. The frequency weighting curves proposed by Morioka and Griffin are compared with the frequency weighting curves W d and W b given in British standard BS 6841 [28] for the fore-and-aft axis (see Fig. 4 (a)), the lateral axis (see Fig. 4(b) ) and the vertical axis (see Fig. 4 (c)), respectively. Overall, the frequency weighting curves proposed by these authors are in agreement with the standardized ones. However, one may observe a trend of the standardized frequency weighting curves towards under-estimating discomfort for frequencies higher than about 30 Hz. Also, one can notice that the under-estimation of sensitivity of human beings to highfrequency vibrations is more important for low sensation magnitudes (i.e. for vibration magnitudes close to the perception thresholds). Some other standards (international and national) also propose frequency weighting curves. Several of these curves are presented by Zapfe et al. [33] . However, in comparison with other standardized curves, the standardized curves proposed in British standard BS 6841 [28] (regarding both horizontal and vertical vibrations) are those that are the closest to the recent experimental results.
ANNOYANCE DUE TO A VIBRATION EXPOSURE
The investigation of annoyance due to a vibration exposure requires measuring and evaluating whole-body vibration exposures on the one hand, and measuring and evaluating in situ vibration annoyance on the other hand. These topics are tackled in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The following stage consists in drawing up exposure-effect relationships between vibrations and annoyance. This stage is exposed in section 3.3. In the following, attention is paid to annoyance due to vibrations generated from ground transportation (i.e. road and railway traffics).
Measuring and evaluating vibration exposures 3.1.1. Measuring vibration exposures
To characterize vibrations, acceleration measurements 1 are commonly carried out using accelerometers in the three orthogonal axes x, y and z, linked to the building structure [17] . Standard ISO 2631-2 [17] recommends to perform these measurements inside dwellings, at the location within a room where the highest (weighted, see hereafter) magnitude occurs. However, as these indoor measurements are not always possible (because it is necessary to get into the residents' housing), measurements are performed outside the dwellings, on the ground, at a location close to the foundation of the dwellings [e.g. 5]. One main limitation of such outdoor measurements is that the response of the building is not taken into account, whereas the building structure can amplify vibration magnitudes at its eigenfrequencies. This may lead to a (too) rough estimation of residents' exposure. Then, it is possible to weight the recorded time signals. Standard ISO 2631-2 [17] recommends to use the W m weighting curve, regardless of the axis. In the literature, numerous vibratory indices exist [e.g. 33]. Therefore, this review focuses on the more common indices used to assess vibration exposure and to characterize vibration annoyance (see Table 1 ). The indices hereafter presented relate to vibratory signals measured in terms of acceleration, a. These indices can also be computed from vibratory signals measured in terms of velocity, υ. Furthermore, indices can be computed from weighted vibratory signals (e.g. according to standard ISO 2631-2 [17] ) as well as from unweighted ones. Hereafter, weighted vibratory signals are considered.
A very widespread index is the weighted root-mean-square acceleration, a w,RMS . This index is recommended by standard ISO 2631-1 [21] whenever the time signal does not present too large magnitude peaks, i.e. whenever the crest factor 2 is lower than or equal to 9. Indices derived from a w,RMS are the weighted equivalent vibration level, L w,eq , and the weighted vibration exposure level, L w,E . These indices are respectively the counterpart of the A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level, L A,eq , and of the sound exposure level, SEL (also denoted L AE ), in acoustics.
It should be noted that the use of standardized frequency weightings is suitable for computing the weighted r.m.s magnitude whenever vibrations have a single frequency component or have a narrow-band spectrum (e.g. limited to one thirdoctave band). In that case, it has been shown under laboratory conditions that the weighted r.m.s magnitude correctly describes the discomfort (or annoyance) induced by such vibrations: for instance, Ljunggren [27] pointed out that the proportion of variance explained by a simple linear regression model of perceived annoyance, only including a w,RMS computed using W m weighting 3 [17] , was equal to 94%. But, in case of more complex vibrations, e.g. with multiple frequency components, the weighted r.m.s magnitude is less efficient to account for the discomfort (or annoyance). For instance, Ljunggren [27] showed that, the proportion of variance explained by the above-mentioned model came down to 74% for two-component signals. Actually, in case of multi-component vibratory signals, masking phenomena have been recently shown to occur [27, 34] , though more studies would be needed for a full understanding of these phenomena. Also, Kaneko et al. [35] showed that, for random vibrations, a w,RMS does not make it possible to adequately characterize the degree of comfort. Indeed, it turns out that random vibrations with a same value of a w,RMS but with different spectra can lead to a different degree of comfort. Therefore, Maeda et al. [36] suggest to use the total vibration greatness, VG t , in order to characterize the degree of comfort induced by such vibrations. This index, initially advanced by Miwa [37] , is presented as the counterpart of Stevens' loudness in psychoacoustics. Like for Stevens' loudness, Miwa advanced a power law between vibration level and vibration greatness with an exponent equal to 0.6. However, more recent studies have shown an exponent close to 1 to be more representative of perceived magnitude for whole-body vibrations [3] . Despite this limitation, the results of Maeda et al. [36] show that VG t better correlates with the degree of comfort than a w,RMS does.
Whenever the time signal shows important magnitude peaks, i.e. whenever the crest factor is greater than 9, standard ISO 2631-1 [21] recommends to use either the maximum transient vibration value, MTVV, or the vibration dose value, VDV. For MTVV computation, standard ISO 2631-1 [21] recommends to use a value of τ equal to 1s, which corresponds in acoustics to the "slow" time constant in sound level meters. An index derived from MTVV is the weighted maximal vibration level, L w,max . This index is the counterpart of the A-weighted maximal sound pressure level, L A,max , in acoustics. Furthermore, it should be noted that VDV is the baseline index recommended by British standard BS 6472-1 [38] . This recommendation is based on Howarth and Griffin's work [39] . Unlike MTVV, VDV characterizes the cumulated exposure to vibrations during the measurement Table 1 . period, and takes into account the number of vibratory events and their duration. The power equal to 4 enhances peak values dramatically and therefore, only maxima contribute substantially to VDV. Note that the comparison between results expressed using VDV and those expressed using other acceleration or velocitybased quantities is not possible (this drawback will be underlined in the following). In Norwegian standard NS 8176, another index is proposed [40] : the statistical maximum acceleration, a w, 95 . The intention displayed in the standard is to propose a single-value index that provides a representative description of vibrations inside a building caused by pass-bys of trains or road vehicles. To that end, vibratory signals must be recorded for at least 15 pass-bys. After weighting, the average of the maximal weighted accelerations, a w,max , is computed. To this obtained mean value, 1.8 times the standard deviation of the maximal weighted accelerations is added to get the statistical maximum acceleration. Thus, the statistical maximum acceleration corresponds to the upper value of the interval that includes 95% of the maximal weighted acceleration values (the maximal weighted acceleration is supposed to follow a log-normal distribution).
Recently, Peris et al. [41] proposed the index VDV b,den that, like the index L den in acoustics, aims to better represent, for vertical vibrations, the greater annoyance felt during the evening/night periods. This index was derived for railway traffic.
Measuring and assessing in situ vibration annoyance 3.2.1. Measuring in situ vibration annoyance
Different effects due to vibrations inside a building can give rise to annoyance. These are summed up in Fig. 5 . For an illustration, ground propagating vibrations due to railway traffic are considered in Fig. 5 . One can group these effects together into two categories [5] :
 Primary effects: these effects consist in the building vibrations transmitted to the human body through different supporting surfaces (floor, chair, bed). These vibrations are called feelable vibrations.  Secondary effects: these are the effects that the inhabitant can perceive via other senses (eyesight, hearing). The first secondary effects are the rattling noise emitted from the windows, the furniture, vibrating objects and the movement of objects. Another secondary effect is the noise radiated inside the building from floor or wall vibrations (rumbling noise). Like noise annoyance, vibration annoyance is measured through a questionnaire submitted to inhabitants exposed to vibrations during a socio-vibrational survey. Vibration annoyance is usually assessed through a questionnaire whose items relate to a past period of several months. Thus, long-term vibration annoyance 4 is assessed. Rattling noise emitted from the windows, the furniture, the vibrating objects or movement of objects (secondary effects)
Railway traffic

Ground vibration propagation
Radiated noise (secondary effect)
In the literature, several questionnaires have been proposed. They may partially integrate the recommendations and scales of standard ISO/TS 15666 [42] . This standard initially concerns questionnaires to be used in socio-acoustic surveys and was proposed by experts in noise annoyance to maximize compatibility across surveys.
The questionnaire proposed by Klaeboe et al. [43] includes two overall questions (i.e. without distinction between primary and secondary effects) about annoyance due to vibrations:  The first question 5 -"When you think about the last 12 months or so, how do you consider tremors or vibrations from (source) when indoors?" -is associated with a verbal response scale with five categories -"do not notice vibrations at all", "not annoying", "a little annoying", "moderately annoying", "highly annoying".  The second question -"When you think about the last 12 months or so when indoors, how would you rate your annoyance with tremors or vibrations from (source)?" -is associated with a numerical response scale with 11 categories, with the labels "not noticeable" and "extremely annoyed" attached to the extreme categories, "0" and "10" respectively. Furthermore, the inhabitants can be questioned on the frequency with which vibrations are perceived and on the frequency of the interferences of vibrations with different daily activities. All the questions are asked for vibrations due to road traffic and railway traffic.
The questionnaire proposed by Howarth and Griffin [44] , used in the sociovibrational survey [5] , comprises -among others -three questions, one overall and two specific questions (i.e. with distinction between primary and secondary effects), about annoyance due to vibrations, with a numerical scale differing from standard ISO/TS 15666:
 One overall question -"Thinking about the last 12 months (or over the period of occupancy if less than 12 months), how bothered, annoyed or disturbed are you by feeling, hearing or seeing vibration or shaking in your home from (source)?" -is associated with a numerical response scale with 7 categories, with the labels "not at all" and "extremely" attached to the extreme categories, "1" and "7" respectively.  Two specific questions about annoyance due to the primary effects and some secondary effects -respectively "Thinking about the last 12 months (or over the period of occupancy if less than 12 months), when you are in your home; how bothered, annoyed or disturbed are you by feeling vibration or shaking of the floor, chair or bed caused by (source)?" and "Thinking about the last 12 months (or over the period of occupancy if less than 12 months), when you are in your home; how bothered, annoyed or disturbed are you by hearing or seeing vibration, rattling, shaking or swaying of things caused by (source)?"are each associated with a verbal response scale with 5 categories -"not at all", "a little", "moderately", "very", "extremely". Furthermore, the inhabitants are questioned on the existence or not of interferences of felt vibrations (primary effects) and seen or heard vibrations, rattling, shaking (secondary effects) with different daily activities. The questionnaire covers numerous vibration sources, such as road traffic, railway traffic, air traffic, construction works, neighborhood, etc.
The questionnaire proposed by Zapfe et al. [33] is relatively similar to that advanced by Howarth and Griffin [44] . However, it focuses on vibrations due to railway traffic. The annoyance questions are systematically preceded by a filter question, such as "Do you ever feel your home shake or the floors, walls, counters, or furniture vibrate when the trains pass by?". Furthermore, with respect to the questionnaire proposed by Howarth and Griffin, the questionnaire comprises one additional question, in relation to annoyance due to rumbling noise emitted from floor or wall vibrations.
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Recently, in line with Howarth and Griffin's questionnaire [44] , Whittle et al. [45] proposed good practice guidance for the development of socio-vibrational surveys with the aim to study vibration annoyance in residential environments. The guidelines show the path to a comprehensive survey questionnaire, which addresses numerous vibration sources, with a focus on railway traffic. The annoyance questions should be systematically preceded by a filter question, as in [33] . Questions should include where in the property respondents experience vibration and what activities are disturbed by it. Regarding railway traffic, two overall annoyance questions should be posed to respondents: i) "Thinking about the last 12 months or so, when indoors at home, how bothered, annoyed or disturbed have you been by feeling vibration or shaking or seeing things rattle, vibrate or shake caused by the railway, including passenger trains, freight trains, track maintenance or any other activity from the railway, would you say not at all, slightly, moderately, very or extremely?", and, in a similar fashion, ii) "Thinking about the last 12 months or so, when indoors at home, what number from 0 to 10 best shows how bothered, annoyed or disturbed you have been by feeling vibration or shaking or seeing things rattle, vibrate or shake caused by the railway, including passenger trains, freight trains, track maintenance or any other activity from the railway?". Hence, these two questions only imply different response scales, a verbal response scale with 5 categories and a numerical response scale with 11 categories, respectively, just as recommended in standard ISO/TS 15666 [42] . Also, these two questions should be repeated for each railway source taken separately (i.e. passenger trains, freight trains, track maintenance and any other activity from the railway). Such guidance may allow compatibility across socio-vibrational surveys to be maximized and hence, for comparisons of socio-vibrational surveys.
Assessing in situ vibration annoyance
To assess vibration annoyance, the most frequently used measures relate to the distribution of the responses provided by persons submitted to the same vibration exposure, previously translated in scores from 0 to 100 (see, e.g., [46] for details about this translation). A cut-off point is then chosen on the scale from 0 to 100 and the percentage of the scores exceeding the cut-off point is reported. Different percentages are commonly used [e.g. 46]: the percentage of (at least) highly annoyed persons (%HA), the percentage of (at least) annoyed persons (%A), the percentage of (at least) little annoyed persons (%LA), computed for cut-off points equal to 72, 50 and 28, respectively. The percentage of persons who perceive vibrations can also be reported.
An alternative is to compute the mean annoyance score for persons submitted to the same vibration exposure [e.g. 47].
Establishing exposure-effect relationships between annoyance and vibration exposure
The works that aimed to establish an exposure-effect relationship between annoyance and vibration exposure are relatively recent, and not many. One can cite the large-scale studies of Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] , Klaeboe et al. [48] , Zapfe et al. [33] , Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al. [49] , Waddington et al. [50] and Janssen et al. [51] . All these studies implied in situ investigations. Their main characteristics are summarized in Table 2 . These studies are presented and discussed hereafter.
Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] aimed to determine the vibratory index which gives the best relationship with vibration annoyance and to establish exposure-effect relationships between this index and vibration annoyance. To that end, the authors undertook a secondary analysis of data from a German survey on vibration perception and annoyance of residents living in the neighborhood of a railway track. Their response to vibrations was assessed through several variables: activity disturbance by vibrations during daytime and nighttime, annoyance due to vibrations during daytime and nighttime, and annoyance due to vibrations during 24 hours. The latter variable was evaluated on a 5-point scale with verbal category labels and on a continuous scale ranging from 0 (not at all annoyed) to 10 Eleven-point numerical scale + "Don't notice" category (extremely annoyed). Mean vibration annoyance scores and percentages of respondents (at least) highly annoyed by vibrations, %HA, (at least) annoyed by vibrations, %A, and (at least) little annoyed by vibrations, %LA, were computed from the vibration annoyance data (measured on the continuous scale) previously transformed into scores going from 0 to 100 (see section 3.2.2). The respondents' response to noise and their overall response to the presence of the railway track were also assessed. Vibratory measurements were carried out inside 284 dwellings 6 , in the living room and bedrooms. From these measurements, 48 vibratory indices, derived from German Standard DIN 4150-2 and British standard BS 6472-1 [38] , were computed for each respondent 7 . Correlation coefficients were determined for all combinations of vibratory index and mean vibration annoyance score that relate to the same period of the day (day, night, 24 hours). This statistical analysis was carried out considering all respondents together or dividing the respondents into two noise exposure classes of equal size. The authors pointed out that the highest correlation coefficient was obtained with the mean vibration annoyance score computed from the continuous scale as vibration annoyance measure and VCKBL25 as vibratory index (see Table 2 ). This correlation coefficient was equal to 0.42 (the proportion of explained variance was equal to 18%); it was obtained for the low noise exposure class. To establish exposure-effect relationships between %HA, %A, %LA and VCKBL25, the respondents were first divided into ten VCKBL25 classes of equal size. Then, the data points were fitted using simple linear regresssion. Figure 6 shows, for instance, the percentage of respondents who were (at least) highly annoyed by vibrations, %HA, as a linear function of VCKBL25.
Unfortunately, for the relationships between %HA, %A, %LA and VCKBL25, no information about the model fit are provided by the authors. Klaeboe et al. [48] sought to draw up exposure-effect relationships between the statistical maximum velocity, v w,95 (the counterpart of a w,95 for vibration velocity, see section 3.1.2), and the degree of annoyance induced by vibrations due to railway and road traffics. The social survey and field measurements took place in Norway, in 14 areas exposed to vibrations. In each area, vibratory measurements were performed outside (on the ground) as well as inside buildings. Then, using a semiempirical prediction model, v w,95 was determined for each respondent. First, the authors showed that, in their study, the type of source (railway traffic or road traffic) had no influence on vibration annoyance. Thus, the authors put forward an ordinal Vol. 34 No. 4 2015 Arnaud Trollé, Catherine Marquis-Favre and Étienne Parizet 427 7 Three noise indices were also computed for each respondent. 6 Noise measurements were also performed outside the dwellings. Figure 6 . Percentage of respondents who were (at least) highly annoyed by vibrations, %HA, expressed as a linear function of VCKBL25 (source: [47] ). Figure 7 shows the estimated percentages of people who notice vibrations, who are (at least) little annoyed, or (at least) annoyed, or (at least) highly annoyed by vibrations, as functions of v w,95 . Figure 8 presents the same curves with their 95% confidence interval. It shows a quite good efficiency of the ordinal logit model proposed by the authors. Futhermore, Klaeboe and his colleagues put forward a logistic regression model to estimate, from the v w,95 values, the percentages of people reporting that they often notice vibrations in different ways. Figure 9 shows these percentages as functions of v w,95 . One can observe that the effect of vibrations inside buildings the most reported by the interviewed persons is that the house shakes/vibrates.
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Perception and Annoyance Due to Vibrations in Dwellings Generated From Ground Transportation: A Review The authors pointed out that the persons who are the most annoyed are also those who most frequently notice vibrations in different ways. More recently, Zapfe et al. [33] undertook a field study in five cities of USA and Canada. The aim was to develop criteria for acceptable levels of vibration due to railway traffic inside buildings. In particular, the study aimed to draw up an exposure-effect relationship in order to predict annoyance due to vibrations caused by different railway networks (trains, subways). Across the different sites, vibratory measurements were performed inside 41 dwellings (in the room with the strongest magnitude of vibration), and at 100 outdoor locations as well. An interpolation algorithm was then used to determine the vibration exposure inside the dwelling for each interviewed person. In this study, about 100 vibratory indices were considered as potential explanatory variables for drawing up the exposure-effect relationship. It was noticed that these indices were strongly correlated with each other. So, the authors selected 9 indices, on the basis of two criteria: i) the familiarity of scientific community with these indices, and ii) their compatibility with commercial measurement equipment. Figure 10 shows the estimated percentages of persons who notice, who are (at least) "moderately" annoyed, who are (at least) "very" annoyed by vibrations, rattling noise or rumbling noise as functions of the unweighted passby vibration velocity level (see Table 2 ). For each percentage, the exposure-effect curve was drawn up using a logistic regression model. For these models, Nagelkerke's varied between 8 and 22%. Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al. [49] carried out a field study in several areas of Sweden. Among others, one objective was to draw up an exposure-effect relationship for annoyance due to railway induced vibration, using data collected in one area. The questionnaire submitted to residents living close to the railway tracks (between 25 and 300 meters) comprised two questions about vibration annoyance, only differing in their response scale (an eleven-point numerical scale with verbal endpoints and a six-point verbal scale). Within the area under study, indoor and outdoor vibratory measurements were performed at 16 locations. A simple prediction method was then used to evaluate, for each interviewed person, the ground vibration exposure. This was assessed in terms of weighted maximal velocity. The authors finally used the vibration annoyance data measured on the 6-point verbal scale to compute the percentages of (at least) annoyed people. The authors performed binary logistic regression analyzes to draw up their exposure-effect relationships. Figure 11 shows Figure 10 . Estimated percentages of persons who notice, who are (at least) "moderately" annoyed, who are (at least) "very" annoyed by vibrations, rattling noise or rumbling noise as functions of the unweighted pass-by vibration velocity level (adapted from [33] ). -: notice; -in blue: (at least) "moderately" annoyed; -in red: (at least) "very" annoyed.
due to vibrations inside buildings caused by different outdoor sources. The part of their work that concerns vibrations caused by railway traffic is here presented. Across the different areas, a questionnaire, in compliance with guidance given in [45] (see section 3.2.1) and whose features are detailed in [52] , was submitted to residents. The campaign of vibratory measurements consisted in 149 long-term (24 hours) recordings outside the dwellings and 522 "instantaneous" (i.e. of short duration) synchronized recordings inside the dwellings [53] , at the centre of the floor in the room with the strongest magnitude of vibration. For 752 interviewed persons, the long-term exposure (24 hours) to vibrations inside their housing was determined. Then, many indices -among them a w,RMS , L w,eq , L w,E , MTVV, VDV and L w,max (see section 3.1.2) and their unweighted version -were computed. A Principal Component Analysis was carried out in order to reduce the number of indices to be considered. Its results showed that the indices were correlated with each other. The authors selected weighted indices because their rank correlations with the annoyance responses were higher. The authors finally selected the indices VDV, recommended by British standard BS 6472-1 (with frequency weighting W b , that is, VDV b,24hr ), and a w,RMS , advocated by International standard ISO 2631-2 (with frequency weighting W m , that is, a w,RMS,24hr ). The statistical models used to draw up exposure-effect relationships were based on that proposed by Groothuis-Oudshoorn and Miedema [55] . Figures 12 and 13 show the estimated percentages of people who report different degrees of annoyance due to vibrations as functions of VDV b,24hr and a w,RMS,24hr , respectively.
It should be emphasized that for both models, the model fit is low (McFadden's close to 3%). For the CargoVibes project, Janssen et al. [51] carried out a field study in three areas located in the Netherlands and in Poland. The survey conducted in the area of Den Bosch, from which exposure-effect relationships for annoyance due to vibrations inside buildings caused by railway traffic could be established, is briefly presented here. In this area, a questionnaire, based on guidance given by Whittle , was addressed to residents. The vibratory measurements consisted in the monitoring of 2 reference houses during a period of 9 days. Also, short-term measurements of 30 minutes were performed at 10 reference houses. In each reference house, one accelerometer was set-up at the foundation on the ground floor, and another accelerometer in the middle of the room at the first floor. From the vibratory signals recorded, V max (i.e. the maximum velocity, all directions considered) values were computed using weighting specified in DIN 45669-1 (very similar to W m weighting [17] ) and, then, corresponding V dir,max values (both in vertical and horizontal directions) were derived using multiplying factors. In the following, attention is paid to the exposure-effect relationships reported in [7] for annoyance due to railway-induced vibrations derived from a meta-analysis of data from previous surveys in Europe and USA [47, 48, 33, 49, 50] along with the original survey conducted in the Netherlands. For this meta-analysis, the vibration exposure data from these studies were converted to three common vibration exposure descriptors using a conversion matrix (detailed in [51] ): V dir,max (i.e. the maximum running root-mean-square velocity over the entire evaluation period), a w,RMS,24hr and VDV, computed using W k weighting [21] . As the different studies entailed different answer scales, the annoyance responses in the pooled data set (a total of 4490 responses) were translated into scores from 0 to 100 (see section 3.2.2). Then, exposure-effect relationships were derived from these transformed data using the same model as in [55] . Figure 14 shows the estimated percentages of people who report different degrees of annoyance due to vertical vibrations as functions of V dir,max , a w,RMS,24hr and VDV. For these models, the proportion of explained variance [56] varied between 18 and 35%. As mentioned in [7] , these exposure-effect curves, that describe the situation on a population level, should be used for the estimation of annoyance due to steady-state railway-induced vibrations. Despite this limitation, these exposure-effect curves, derived from what can be considered the most comprehensive meta-analysis performed up to now, could make it possible to draw up maps of vibration annoyance useful for urban planners and public authorities.
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Discussion
Several exposure-effect relationships were presented. Until recently, the indices that were selected to characterize the vibration exposure could not be easily compared, owing to differences in unit (velocity versus acceleration), in the time window selected (fast versus slow time constant), in the frequency weighting used, and in the direction in which vibrations were measured (mostly vertical, but sometimes both vertical and horizontal or the dominant value of these directions). But, as mentioned in section 3.3, Janssen et al. [51] developed a conversion matrix that allows indices to be converted into each other, with an estimate for the degree of uncertainty in the conversion, which makes comparisons much easier for meta-analyses.
Vol. 34 No. 4 2015 Arnaud Trollé, Catherine Marquis-Favre and Étienne Parizet Figure 14 . Estimated percentages of people who report different degrees of annoyance due to vertical vibrations as functions of V dir,max, a w,RMS,24hr and VDV, computed using W k weighting (source: [7] ). Some exposure-effect relationships were derived based on indoor vibration exposure (e.g. [50] ), others based on outdoor vibration exposure (e.g. [49] ). Hence, comparisons between these relationships may be irrelevant. The following question may arise: what is the best way to define vibration exposure of residents?
The proposed models, based on energy-based indices, though their goodness-offit 8 is quite low, and the surveys carried out by these researchers provide useful information for further works with the aim of assessing vibration annoyance. Furthermore, the reviewed relationships stem from in situ investigations with -in their great majority -a reasonable sample size (between 140 [51] and 1503 [48] persons participated in the studies), ensuring a good statistical reliability. The main advantage of in situ investigations lies in the fact that vibration annoyance is studied in a real context and for a long-term exposure. The expressed annoyance judgments refer to real-life situations. However, at a given site, the investigation is usually limited to a single vibration exposure, non controllable and often non repeatable. Furthermore, inhabitants are generally exposed to a combination of vibration sources in their environment. When a vibration source is under study, the expressed annoyance judgment can be influenced by the other present vibration sources, which are not the subject of the study. Also, the vibratory measurements can be contaminated by the other vibration sources. Another typical issue is that, in what concerns long-term vibration annoyance, vibratory factors can only explain variability in individual judgments to a limited extent. Regarding long-term noise annoyance, it is well-known that non-acoustical factors significantly contribute to noise annoyance judgments (e.g. [57] ). Actually, the variability in vibration annoyance judgments is also explained by non-vibratory factors as it is noticed for annoyance due to other environmental nuisances (e.g. noise or odour [58] ). The non-physical factors can be grouped as follows: attitudinal variables (e.g. personal sensitivity to the nuisance under study, neighborhood perception, fear of danger), socio-demographical variables (e.g. age, sex, educational level) and situational variables (e.g. time spent at home) [62] . Thus, in this review, it is not surprising that the goodness-of-fit of some vibratory models be quite low (regarding the works that dealt with vibrations due to railway traffic: at most Nagelkerke's for Zapfe et al. [33] ).
Hence, it remains possible to improve -to some extent -the goodness-of-fit of the vibratory models, by testing other indices, such as VDV b,den (see section 3.1.2), and/or by taking into account the number and/or the duration of the vibratory events [48, 49] in addition to energy-based indices. Further studies are needed in order to better understand the vibratory factors at stake and to propose vibratory models more characteristic of the expressed annoyance. To that end, additional laboratory studies may be helpful: the main advantage of annoyance evaluation in a laboratory environment lies in the fact that the experiment is repeatable and the vibrations under study can be perfectly controlled, which allows a more precise investigation of effects due to vibratory factors. But laboratory studies may present one major drawback: annoyance is not assessed in a real context and for a long-term exposure to vibrations. Actually, in a laboratory environment, short-term annoyance is usually assessed 9 . If one relies on knowledge acquired in the field of noise annoyance [59] , short-term vibration annoyance will remain valuable information: i) it can be viewed as an annoyance potential, ii) it is less influenced by non vibratory factors than long-term annoyance, which is particularly of interest whenever one is concerned about studying effects due to vibratory factors. Following this approach, Woodcock et al. [60] recently showed through a laboratory experiment that, for railway induced groundborne vibrations, the perception of such
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Perception and Annoyance Due to Vibrations in Dwellings Generated From Ground Transportation: A Review 8 The goodness-of-fit was measured using R 2 , Nagelkerke's , or McFadden's , depending on the type of regression model (linear, logistic or ordinal logit). These measures are not comparable. 9 One talks about short-term annoyance whenever annoyance evaluation concerns a short period of perception of vibration (e.g. several seconds, several minutes, or several hours) that coincides with the duration of a single vibratory event or of a sequence of vibratory events.
R pseudo
2 R pseudo complex stimuli was multidimensional. These authors pointed out that four independent vibratory parameters could influence vibration annoyance: r.m.s acceleration in the 16 Hz octave band, r.m.s acceleration in the 32 Hz octave band, duration and modulation frequency. In the end, laboratory and field studies should be viewed as complementary: in particular, the results about the effects of vibratory factors on annoyance drawn up from a laboratory test for an imaginary context can then be corroborated by means of a field study carried out in a real context. Also, note that the phenomenon of perceptual constancy may bias vibration annoyance judgments. For instance, as regards loudness perception, the auditory system appears to base loudness mainly on the properties of the source rather than on the properties of the sound reaching the ears [61] . This phenomenon can be extended to vibration annoyance evaluation: the vibration annoyance judgments given by individuals may relate more to the properties of the source (e.g. road traffic or railway traffic) than to the properties of the vibrations actually felt (e.g. their magnitude). Owing to this phenomenon, which is difficult to quantify, further studies are needed to reinforce the validity of the exposure-effect relationships obtained up to now.
Finally, the statistical models proposed in the framework of field studies should also take into account non vibratory factors in order to further account for vibration annoyance (see above). One can note that this approach has been recently reported by Peris et al. [62] . These authors showed that, for railway induced vibration, two attitudinal factors could strongly influence self-reported vibration annoyance along with vibration exposure: concern of property damage and future expectations of the vibration levels. Also, Lercher [63] reported that another attitudinal factor may also play a role in vibration annoyance: the belief that the exposed persons could (or not) protect themselves from the vibrations.
ANNOYANCE DUE TO A COMBINED EXPOSURE TO VIBRATIONS AND NOISE
When people are exposed to vibrations, they are often exposed to airborne noise as well. In the previous section (see section 3.3), some studies dealing with human response to vibrations in terms of annoyance were presented. Also, some works took an interest in studying annoyance due to a combination of vibrations and noise. These works mainly sought to answer three questions: i) is the judgment of annoyance due to vibrations influenced by the presence of noise? ii) is the judgment of annoyance due to noise influenced by the presence of vibrations? iii) how can the judgments of annoyance due to vibrations and noise be combined to give a measure of total annoyance? In section 4.1 are presented works that dealt with the first and/or the second question. In section 4.2 are presented works that dealt with the third question.
Influence of noise on vibration annoyance assessment and vice versa
The main characteristics of the laboratory and field studies that investigated the influence of noise on vibration annoyance assessment and vice versa are summarized in Table 3 . These studies are presented and discussed hereafter.
Howarth and Griffin [64] undertook two laboratory experiments in order to determine, for vibrations and noise due to a train pass-by, the influence of noise on the assessment of vibration annoyance and vice versa. The vertical vibrations and the noise generated from a freight train pass-by were simultaneously recorded inside a house. During both experiments, noise and vibrations were presented at 6 different levels (see Table 3 ). Forty-two stimuli were presented to the subjects in each experiment. Each subject participated in both experiments (within-subjects design). For the first experiment, the 36 stimuli corresponding to the 36 possible combinations of noise and vibrations were completed by 6 stimuli corresponding to the 6 vibration magnitudes without reproduction of any train noise. For the second experiment, the 36 stimuli corresponding to the 36 possible combinations of noise and vibrations were completed by 6 stimuli corresponding to the 6 sound exposure levels without vibration. The noise was reproduced on loudspeakers located in front Vol. 34 No. 4 2015 Arnaud Trollé, Catherine Marquis-Favre and Étienne Parizet Table 3 . of the subjects, seated on a chair. The vibrations were applied to a vibrator table, to which the chair was secured. For each stimulus, the subjects were asked to assess i) vibration annoyance in the first experiment, ii) noise annoyance in the second experiment, via the method of magnitude estimation (with reference 10 ). Figure 15(a) shows the median judgments of vibration annoyance as a function of VDV, for the different sound exposure levels. One can observe that, for high vibration magnitudes, vibration annoyance tends to increase in presence of high noise levels. The results of an analysis of variance confirm that the presence of noise has a significant influence on the assessment of vibration annoyance. Figure 15(b) shows the median judgments of noise annoyance as a function of SEL, for the different vibration magnitudes. One can notice that noise annoyance varies very slightly according to the vibration magnitude. The results of an analysis of variance confirm that the presence of vibrations has no significant influence on the assessment of noise annoyance.
Influence of noise on vibration annoyance assessment and vice versa -Characteristics of the laboratory and field studies reviewed
Paulsen and Kastka [65] also conducted two laboratory experiments in order to evaluate, for vibrations and noise due to a tramway pass-by, the influence of noise on the assessment of vibration annoyance and vice versa. The vertical vibrations and noise generated from a tramway pass-by were simultaneously recorded inside a flat. During both experiments, vibrations and noise were presented at four different levels (see Table 3 ). The noise levels studied were lower than those used in Howarth and Griffin's experiments [64] . The vibration levels were quite close to the perception threshold. Sixteen stimuli corresponding to the 16 possible combinations of noise and vibrations were presented to the subjects in each experiment. Each subject participated in both experiments (within-subjects design). The apparatus was relatively similar to that used by Howarth and Griffin [64] . For each stimulus, the subjects were asked to assess i) the annoyance caused by vibrations in the first experiment, and ii) the annoyance caused by noise in the second experiment, using a numerical response scale with ten categories, from "0" to "9". Each subject repeated the first experiment -in which vibration annoyance was assessed -three times, in order to increase statistical reliability. Figure 16 shows the mean judgments of vibration annoyance as a function of noise level, for the different vibration magnitudes. The results show that vibration annoyance mainly depends on vibration magnitude. Surprisingly, one can notice that, in the absence of vibrations (v 0, i.e. v w,RMS = 0 mm/s), the annoyance caused by vibrations tends to increase when the noise levels are high (n2 and n3). This result differs from that obtained by Howarth and Griffin [64] : on the one hand, Paulsen and Kastka [65] point out that vibration annoyance tends to increase with noise level, only for very low vibration amplitudes; on the other hand, Howarth and Griffin [64] observe that vibration annoyance tends to increase with noise level, only for high vibration magnitudes. Figure 16(b) shows the mean judgments of noise annoyance as a function of noise level, for the different vibration magnitudes.
The results show that noise annoyance is mainly governed by noise level. However, one can clearly detect an influence of vibration magnitude on the assessment of noise annoyance. Indeed, for low to moderate noise levels (n0, n1 and n2), noise annoyance tends to increase with vibration magnitude. This contradicts the result of Howarth and Griffin [64] , who pointed out that the presence of vibrations had no significant influence on the assessment of noise annoyance. The differing results may be partly explained by differences in the ranges of variation in noise level and vibration magnitude, and also by differences in the input vibration/noise spectra and in the experiment design (e.g. capacity of the vibratory equipment for generating low background noise level).
In laboratory conditions, Lee and Griffin [71] recently investigated the effect of vibration on annoyance caused by noise in the vicinity of high-speed trains. Noise produced by a passage of a high-speed train traveling at 250 km/h was recorded outdoors at a distance of 25 m from the railway line. Then, so as to create other sound stimuli with lower levels with respect to the original noise (i.e. L AE = 96.0 dB(A)), the spectral content was adjusted, taking account of source-to-receiver distance (i.e. 35, 50, 75, 100 and 150 m) and air absorption. The resulting outdoor L AE values are shown in Table 3 . Also, two types of facade attenuation (windows-closed and windows-open) were simulated using spectral filtering. Sinusoidal signals of 20 Hz (a dominant frequency of building vibration induced by high-speed trains) were generated as vibration stimuli. Their magnitudes were predicted based on a simple prediction model, taking account of factors in relation to the vibration source, to the vibration path and to receivers. In particular, it was assumed that receivers were located on the second floor of a wooden building. The resulting (unweighted) VDV values are shown in Table 3 . Their experiment comprised -among others -two test sessions: i) evaluation of noise annoyance without the presence of vibrations, and ii) evaluation of noise annoyance with the presence of vibrations. Twelve sound stimuli and 24 combinations of simultaneous noise and vibration stimuli were presented to the subjects in the first and second test sessions, respectively. Each subject participated in both test sessions (within-subjects design). Each subject repeated each test session twice, in order to enhance reliability. The noise was reproduced through headphones. The vertical vibrations were generated by an electrodynamic vibrator. In each test session, the subjects were asked to rate their noise annoyance, using an eleven-point numerical scale. Figure 17 shows the mean noise annoyance ratings for test sessions with and without the presence of vibration as a function of outdoor L AE , for windows-open (a) and windows-closed (b) conditions. As can be seen, the effect of the presence of vibrations on noise annoyance is negligible, both for windows-open and windows-closed conditions. This observation was confirmed by the non-significant results of an analysis of variance. This outcome is in agreement with previous results reported by Howarth and Griffin [64] .
Up to now, laboratory experiments that investigated the influence of noise on vibration annoyance assessment and vice versa have been presented. In the following, field studies with the same aim are reviewed.
Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] also analyzed data from their survey (see section 3.3) in order to evaluate, for vibrations and noise due to railway traffic, the influence of noise on the assessment of vibration annoyance and vice versa.
The authors divided the respondents into 9 classes according to outdoor noise exposure and indoor vibration exposure. To assess vibration annoyance, an annoyance scale based on ten items in the questionnaire was used. To evaluate noise annoyance, an annoyance scale based on eight items in the questionnaire was used. ANOVAs were performed separately for daytime and nighttime exposures. Concerning the influence of noise and vibration exposures on vibration annoyance, results showed that: i) Vibration and noise exposures both have an effect on daytime vibration annoyance. There is no effect of the interaction between vibration and noise exposures on daytime vibration annoyance. ii) Vibrations have no influence on nighttime vibration annoyance. However, noise exposure has an effect on nighttime vibration annoyance. Also, regarding the influence of noise and vibration exposures on noise annoyance, the authors pointed out that: i) Noise and vibration exposures both have an effect on daytime noise annoyance. There is an effect of the interaction between noise and vibration exposures on daytime noise annoyance. ii) Noise exposure has an effect on nighttime noise annoyance. Vibration exposure has no effect on nighttime noise annoyance.
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With presence of vibration
Woodcock et al. [53, 54] , using the same data set as Waddington et al. [50] , aimed to establish an exposure-effect relationship between vibration or noise annoyance and a combined exposure to vibrations and noise (see noise and vibratory levels in Table 3 ). Figure 18(a) shows the estimated percentage of persons (at least) highly annoyed by vibrations for different exposures to vibrations and noise, characterized by VDV b,24hr and L den , respectively. One can observe that, overall, vibration annoyance increases with VDV b,24hr and L den , with a greater influence of vibration magnitude on vibration annoyance. Moreover, one can observe an interaction phenomenon between the exposure to vibrations and the exposure to noise, revealed by the quadratic form of the response surface. Thus, when the exposure to vibrations is high, the influence of the exposure to noise on vibration annoyance is greater for high noise levels than for low noise levels. As well, when the exposure to noise is high, the influence of the exposure to vibrations on vibration annoyance is greater for high vibration magnitudes than for low vibration magnitudes. In the same fashion, Fig. 18(b) shows the estimated percentage of persons (at least) highly annoyed by noise for different exposures to vibrations and noise, characterized by the same indices. One can note that noise annoyance increases with VDV b,24hr and L den , with a greater influence of noise level on noise annoyance. Furthermore, the interaction phenomenon between both exposures is again visible through the quadratic form of the response surface. However, these trends must be considered with caution as the model fit is low (McFadden's close to 2%). Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al. [49] also analyzed data from their field study (see section 3.3) to evaluate, for railway traffic, the influence of noise on the assessment of annoyance caused by vibrations and vice versa. To that end, the questionnaire was submitted to persons living in two sites without vibrations and in two sites with strong vibrations (with a magnitude comprised between 0.10 and 1.50 mm/s). Vibration annoyance was evaluated using a six-point verbal scale, and noise annoyance using a five-point verbal scale as recommended by standard ISO/TS 15666 [42] . Figure 19(a) shows the percentage of persons (at least) annoyed by vibrations as a function of ground vibration magnitude, for different values of L A,eq,24h . One can note that noise level strongly influences the assessment of vibration annoyance. Notably, vibration annoyance clearly increases with noise level. For instance, for the groups of persons exposed to low vibration magnitudes (comprised between 0.10 and 0.39 mm/s), the percentage of persons (at least) annoyed by vibrations goes from 16% for the group exposed to low noise levels (comprised between 45 and 50 dB(A)) to 28% for the group exposed to moderate noise levels (comprised between 51 and 55 dB(A)), and to 50% for the group exposed to high noise levels (comprised between 56 and 65 dB(A)). Figure 19(b) shows the percentage of persons (at least) annoyed by noise as a function of L A,eq,24h , for different ground vibration magnitudes. One can notice that vibration magnitude also strongly influences the assessment of noise annoyance. In particular, the percentage of persons (at least) annoyed by noise is the lowest for the groups of persons non-exposed to vibrations, except at noise levels below 45dB(A). A contrario, this percentage is the greatest for the groups of persons exposed to high vibration magnitudes (comprised between 0.40 and 1.50 mm/s), except at noise levels comprised between 56 and 65 dB(A). As for representativity, great caution should be exercised, as the sample size for some groups is extremely low (e.g. two groups have a sample size equal to 3 and 10 respectively). Nevertheless, regarding the influence of vibrations on the assessment of noise annoyance, these results match those of previous field studies [e.g. 66, 67] , that is, for railway traffic, noise annoyance tends to increase in presence of vibrations.
Combined effects of vibrations and noise on total annoyance
In addition to both laboratory experiments conducted in order to determine the influence of noise on the assessment of vibration annoyance and vice versa, Howarth and Griffin [64] undertook a third experiment to evaluate the total annoyance due to a combined exposure to vibrations and noise. In this experiment, 48 stimuli were submitted to the subjects: the 36 stimuli corresponding to the 36 possible combinations of noise and vibrations plus the 6 stimuli corresponding to the 6 vibration magnitudes without reproduction of any train noise and the 6 stimuli corresponding to the 6 sound exposure levels without vibration (see section 4.1). Figure 20 shows the median judgments of total annoyance as a function of VDV for different sound exposure levels. One can observe that, overall, for all sound exposure levels, an increase in vibration amplitude leads to an increase in total annoyance. One can also notice that, for all vibration magnitudes, an increase in sound exposure level also leads to an increase in total annoyance. The results of this experiment were used to estimate total annoyance from the combined effects of vibrations and noise. To that end, a regression analysis between the annoyance judgments and the VDV values was first carried out for the stimuli without noise, in where ψ v is the annoyance judgment collected via the method of magnitude estimation and ϕ v = VDV. Eqn (1) is equivalent to the power function . The exponent of the power function determined by the authors, i.e. 1.04, is close to exponents of Stevens' power law determined in other studies dealing with whole-body vibrations only (these exponents are summed up by Griffin [3] ). Similarly, a regression analysis between the annoyance judgments and the SEL values was carried out for the stimuli without vibration, in order to draw up a relationship between the annoyance due to noise, ψ s , and the magnitude of the noise stimulus, ϕ s . This relationship is as follows: (2) where ψ S is the annoyance judgment collected via the method of magnitude estimation and log 10 ϕ s = SEL. Eqn (2) is equivalent to the power function ϕ s = 0.217 . The exponent of the power function determined by the authors, i.e. 0.039, is in agreement with that of the relation between loudness and sound pressure level determined by Stevens [68] . The values determined for both exponents of the power functions, i.e. 1.04 and 0.039, were then used to predict the total annoyance caused by the combination of vibrations and noise. Notably, the authors advanced the assumption that total annoyance, ψ, could be approximated by a summation of the individual effects (i.e. independent effect model) of vibrations and noise, i.e. by a relationship of the form ψ = a + ψ v + ψ s , that is, where a, b and c are constants. The equation was determined from a multiple regression analysis between i) the median total annoyance response measured for the different combinations of vibrations and noise, and ii) the values of both variables and . The resulting equation is: The correlation coefficient is high (r = 0.97, p <0.005), i.e. the goodness-of-fit of the proposed summation model is satisfactory. Even if the inclusion of an interaction term in the model does not improve the agreement between the predicted and observed responses, the authors mention that there may be an interaction between the effects of vibrations and noise that can take a more complex form. From eqn (3), the authors determined a relation for the subjective equivalence of vibrations and noise: (4) This expression indicates the noise levels and the vibration magnitudes that produce equal annoyance. It can be used to predict the relative importance of different noise and vibration stimuli and whether a reduction in noise level or a reduction in vibration magnitude would be more beneficial to residents near railways.
Howarth and Griffin [69] repeated the experiments detailed above, but their study concerned 6 different train pass-bys, i.e. with vibratory signals that presented different durations, different magnitudes and different spectra (see Fig. 21 ). The results match those of the previous experiments. The model of summation of the individual effects of vibrations and noise used to approximate total annoyance is relatively similar to that proposed previously: (5) Consequently, the relation for the subjective equivalence of vibrations and noise is also relatively similar to the previous one: (6) The gradient of the equivalence contour, which corresponds to the ratio of the exponents in the power functions (i.e. 1.18/0.036 = 32.7), is relatively similar to that previously observed (i.e. 1.04/0.039 = 26.7).
Following the example of Howarth and Griffin [64] , Paulsen and Kastka [65] also conducted a third experiment to evaluate total annoyance due to a combined exposure to vibrations and noise, following an analogous approach. Both research teams say that vibrations should not be studied separately from noise since both vibrations and noise contribute to total annoyance. Indeed, even if the assessment of total annoyance is governed by noise, it appears that the effect of vibrations on the assessment of total annoyance is not negligible. However, the relation for the subjective equivalence of vibrations and noise determined by Paulsen and Kastka [65] is quite different from that determined by Howarth and Griffin [64] . In particular, the gradient of the equivalence contour is twice smaller for Paulsen and Kastka. The latter authors suggest that this difference could be due to differences in the intervals of variation in vibration magnitude and noise level, or differences in the spectral and temporal features of the signals. Unfortunately, Howarth and Griffin on the one hand, and Paulsen and Paulska on the other hand, used different indices for characterizing vibration exposure (weighted VDV in [64] and weighted r.m.s velocity in [65] ), in such a way that vibration levels cannot be compared.
Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] also analyzed data from their survey (see section 3.3) in order to study the combined effects of vibrations and noise on total annoyance. The authors notably used the respondents' answers to the overall railway annoyance question (see section 3.3) . For this analysis, the respondents were again divided into 9 classes according to outdoor noise exposure and indoor vibration exposure (see section 4.1). An ANOVA was performed, only for a daytime exposure to noise and vibrations. The results showed that total annoyance is influenced by both noise and vibration exposures. An interaction between both exposures occurs: vibration exposure influences total railway annoyance more in the case of lower noise exposure and less in the case of higher noise exposure. Noise exposure explains 8% of the variance in total railway annoyance, vibration exposure 5% and In order to evaluate the effects of a combined exposure to vibrations and noise caused by railway traffic on total annoyance, Yokoshima and Tamura [67] applied a covariance structure analysis to a structural equation model [70] . In this model, total
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Perception and Annoyance Due to Vibrations in Dwellings Generated From Ground Transportation: A Review Fig. 22 . The covariance structure analysis showed that the effect on total annoyance due to a variation in L A,eq of 5 dB(A) was equivalent to that due to a variation in L V,max of 10 dB. This result differs from those obtained by Howarth and Griffin [64] and Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] : these two research teams pointed out a trade-off ratio between sound level and vibration level close to one 13 whereas Yokoshima and Tamura [67] found out a trade-off ratio equal to 0.5. Again, these differing results may be partly explained by differences in the ranges of variation in noise level and vibration magnitude, differences in the vibration/noise spectra, but also by cultural differences between the panels of respondents (Europe/Japan). Lee and Griffin [71] also examined the total annoyance caused by noise and vibrations in the vicinity of high-speed trains. Three test sessions were dedicated to this investigation: i) evaluation of noise annoyance without the presence of vibrations (described in section 4.1), ii) evaluation of vibration annoyance without the presence of noise, and iii) evaluation of total annoyance caused by noise and vibrations. Six vibration stimuli and 24 combinations of simultaneous noise and vibration stimuli were presented to the subjects in the second and third test sessions, respectively. Once again, each subject participated in the three test sessions; each subject repeated each test session twice. Figure 23 shows the mean noise annoyance ratings without the presence of vibration and the mean total annoyance ratings as a function of outdoor L AE , for windows-open (a) and windows-closed (b) conditions, respectively. The authors performed an analysis of variance on these annoyance ratings. The results showed that, i) for the Vol. 34 No. 4 2015 Arnaud Trollé, Catherine Marquis-Favre and Étienne Parizet 447 11 The authors use the expression combined annoyance to designate total annoyance. 12 L V,max is computed using a reference acceleration of 1 ¥ 10 -5 m/s 2 . 13 As a reminder, for Howarth and Griffin [64] , a change of 13. windows-open condition, mean total annoyance ratings were significantly higher than mean noise annoyance ratings, except for a outdoor L AE equal to 84 dB(A) (see Fig. 23(a) ), and ii) for the windows-closed condition, mean total annoyance ratings were significantly higher than mean noise annoyance ratings at all sound exposure levels. In Fig. 23 , when comparing the results obtained for the two facade attenuations, slightly different tendencies in the difference between mean noise annoyance and total annoyance ratings can be observed. For the windows-open condition, these differences are constant across the outdoor L AE values, i.e. whatever the sound exposure level, the contributions of vibrations to total annoyance were almost the same. But, for the windows-closed condition, differences between the mean noise annoyance and total annoyance ratings tend to increase with the vibration level across the outdoor L AE values. Two models for predicting total annoyance due to combined noise and vibrations were tested: i) the dominance model, and ii) the independent effect model (see above). For the dominance model, total annoyance is assumed to be equal to the maximum of the single source annoyance. For each type of model, multiple regression analysis was performed, for windows-open and windows-closed conditions separately. For both conditions, the independent effect model was found to slightly outperform the
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Perception and Annoyance Due to Vibrations in Dwellings Generated From Ground Transportation: A Review dominance model. In the independent effect model, for the windows-open condition, noise annoyance appeared to have a greater effect on total annoyance than vibration annoyance; but for the windows-closed condition, an opposite tendency was observed. Thus, it was concluded that the contribution of noise annoyance to total annoyance was dependent on the magnitude of noise stimuli. Recently, Sharp et al. [72] investigated the perception of combined railway noise and vibration as a multidimensional phenomenon. Their aim was to identify objective features of the noise and vibration signals that could be used to predict annoyance with a greater degree of accuracy, with respect to prediction models only taking account of the magnitudes of noise and vibration exposures. In their laboratory study, a set of 10 stimuli (composed of 7 passenger and 3 freight train pass-byes, with combined noise and vibration signals) was tested, using pair-wise comparisons. Thirty participants were asked to evaluate the dissimilarity between both stimuli of each pair on a continuous scale ranging from 0 to 100, and to indicate which stimulus was more annoying. Annoyance ratings were determined using Thurstone's Case V model [73] . First, a linear regression model only taking account of the magnitudes of the noise and vibration signals was proposed. This model accounted for 84% of the variance in annoyance ratings. Then, using Multidimensional Scaling [74] , a four-dimensional perceptual space was derived from the dissimilarity scores provided by the participants. So as to identify objective features of the noise and vibration signals related to the four perceptual dimensions, Pearson's correlation coefficients were computed between the values of objective parameters and the coordinates of the 10 stimuli along the four dimensions. Their results showed that: i) the first perceptual dimension was related to the highfrequency content of the noise signal, ii) the second perceptual dimension was related to the stimulus duration, iii) the third perceptual dimension was related to the energy of the noise signal, and iv) the fourth perceptual dimension was related to the frequency at which vibration magnitude peaks occurred. A linear regression model taking account of four relevant objective parameters was finally proposed: i) TETC (Total Energy of the Tonal Components within critical bands from 12 to 24 Barks), based on the index proposed by Trollé et al. [75] for characterizing the highfrequency content of tramway pass-by noise, ii) T 4/5,n (duration for which the vibration signal exceeds the top 4/5ths of its dynamic range), iii) L 10 (sound pressure level exceeded for 10% of the stimulus duration), and iv) f mod (vibration modulation frequency). This model accounted for approximately 15% more variance in annoyance ratings, with respect to the prediction model only taking account of the magnitudes of noise and vibration exposures. It should be noted that two objective features, i.e. vibration duration and vibration modulation frequency, were also found by Woodcock et al. [60] to influence annoyance due to a single exposure to vibrations (see section 3.4).
Discussion
Regarding the influence of noise on the assessment of vibration annoyance (see section 4.1), the reviewed studies show that the assessment of vibration annoyance is clearly influenced by the presence of noise. However, their results differ as for how noise influences vibration annoyance judgments. All field studies [47, 49, 53] show a systematic increase in vibration annoyance with noise level. But, as previously shown, the results of laboratory studies are not unanimous.
Regarding the influence of vibrations on the assessment of noise annoyance (see section 4.1), one can note that the results of the different studies reviewed are not unanimous. Howarth and Griffin [64] and Lee and Griffin [71] do not notice any influence of vibrations on noise annoyance judgments. Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] point out the same trend for a nighttime vibration exposure. A contrario, Paulsen and Kastka [65] and Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al. [49] show that vibrations have an effect on the assessment of noise annoyance. Passchier-Vermeer and Zeichart [47] notice the same trend for a daytime vibration exposure. According to Paulsen and Kastka [65] and Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al. [49] , noise annoyance tends to increase with vibration magnitude, only for low to moderate noise levels.
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Regarding the combined effects of vibrations and noise on total annoyance (see section 4.2), the different reviewed studies all mention that vibrations and noise both contribute to total annoyance. As a consequence, noise and vibration exposures should not be studied separately. Typically, these works proposed exposure-effect relationships between total annoyance and exposures to vibrations and noise [64, 69, 65, 47, 67, 71, 72] , characterized through diverse indices. Also, it appears that noise exposure may have a stronger effect on total annoyance than vibration exposure, but, as shown by Lee and Griffin [71] , this tendency is highly dependent on the magnitude of noise stimuli.
CONCLUSIONS
This review focused on annoyance felt by inhabitants inside buildings and caused by ground transportation sources. This non-exhaustive review aimed to give to the various researchers and practitioners tools for a better understanding of some of the factors to consider when dealing with this issue, which arises more and more, in particular with the development of ground transportation networks.
First, the paper dealt with the perception of whole-body vibrations, which inhabitants can typically feel inside buildings. Perception threshold contours, equivalent sensation/level/comfort contours and frequency weighting curves were introduced:
 For the seated position, the standardized perception thresholds, based on previous measurements, are relatively far apart from the perception thresholds measured recently.  For the seated position, the standardized equivalent sensation contours represent quite inadequately the sensation of comfort, for vertical vibrations.  Further works are needed for determining, for other positions (e.g. standing or lying positions), equivalent sensation contours for magnitudes and frequencies that can be encountered in buildings. Then, the paper focused on annoyance of inhabitants due to ground transportation induced vibrations. Measurement and evaluation of whole-body vibration exposures on the one part, and of vibration annoyance on the other, were first discussed:
 The weighted r.m.s acceleration, a w,RMS , commonly computed by using weighting curves (e.g. W m [17] ), does not represent annoyance caused by vibrations with multiple frequency components as well as annoyance caused by vibrations with one single frequency component.  For random vibrations, the total vibration greatness, VG t , better correlates with the degree of comfort than a w,RMS does. Secondly, a synthesis of large-scale in situ studies that aimed to establish exposure-effect relationships between vibration and annoyance was proposed:
 The goodness-of-fit of the vibratory models remained, with a few exceptions, relatively low.  An improvement in goodness-of-fit could be achieved by using other indices, such as VDV b,den , and/or by taking into account the number and the duration of the vibratory events in addition to energy-based indices.  Further studies are needed in order to better characterize the vibratory factors at stake and to propose vibratory models more characteristic of the expressed annoyance. Lastly, considering that, when people are exposed to vibrations, they are often exposed to noise as well, attention was turned to annoyance due to a combined exposure to vibrations and noise. First, some works that dealt with the influence of noise on the assessment of vibration annoyance and vice versa were presented. Despite differences in their results, it could be shown that the presence of noise influences the judgments of vibration annoyance and vice-versa. Secondly, some works that were interested in the combined effects of vibrations and noise on total annoyance were discussed. It appeared that all works say that vibrations and noise both contribute to total annoyance. De facto, it was pointed that both vibrations and noise have to be considered in case of a combined exposure.
This review allows to point out that different scientific issues remain not or sparsely tackled in the prospect of better understanding and predicting vibration annoyance due to ground transportation.
First, there is a need for a better understanding of perceptual mechanisms underlying vibration annoyance. Actually, there is a need for further studies about perception thresholds, as the human response depends on the frequency of the vibrations, on their magnitude, on their duration, on their direction, as well as on the position of the body. Such studies would be useful to revise standardized perception thresholds. There is also a need for improved equivalent sensation contours, which would be more appropriate to low-magnitude vibrations in dwellings. Mechanisms involved in the perception of multi-component vibratory signals need to be further investigated, as masking phenomena may occur and have an influence on the degree of discomfort.
Then, concerning noise and vibrations generated from ground transportation, more laboratory studies are needed to further understand perceptual mechanisms involved when both noise and vibratory signals are considered. Such studies would be useful to identify and characterize influential frequency and temporal features of the signals. Recent works with these objectives have been carried out; they have to be encouraged and strengthened. Regarding field studies, there is a need to share and follow common guidelines for survey questionnaires (e.g. question frames, used scales) and vibratory measurements (e.g. indoor measurement points). Recent works have moved in that direction. This has to be strengthened by collaborative studies within the scientific community, in order to optimize the definition of such common guidelines. Such studies will allow for comparisons of results and for an harmonization of present descriptors.
These additional studies would lead to more relevant descriptors. Such descriptors would allow for the improvement of the prediction of vibration annoyance due to ground-borne vibrations. By considering a combined exposure to noise and vibrations, these studies would also be of benefit to the assessment of total annoyance due to ground transportation.
